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QUESTION 1

If a request is initiated without first logging in, what would be the result from the People API? 

A. A login object is returned. 

B. An empty person object is returned. 

C. The request is redirected to the login page. 

D. A populated person object, as it is not required to login before sending request to the People API. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Why would a developer choose to use the gadgets.io.makeRequest over osapi.http.get? 

A. The endpoint is non-trusted. 

B. The endpoint requires HTTPS. 

C. The endpoint requires OAuth support. 

D. The endpoint is hosted in a different domain. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

John wishes to install OpenSocial to his workstation to develop an OpenSocial feature in his application-How should
John update his IBM Notes client to have this feature? 

A. The OpenSocial toolkit is a separate download from the IBM Passport site. John should download the setup file,
execute it and follow the steps in the wizard. 

B. In Notes, John should go to the Tools menu and select the Notes Smart Upgrade menu option and choose
OpenSocial from the server\\'s Smart Upgrade database. 

C. John should open his widget catalog and enable the IBM Notes and Domino OpenSocial widget there. After Notes
has been restarted, the feature should be available. 

D. John should install Notes 9.0 Social Edition. When installing, he should ensure the "OpenSocial Component" option
on the Custom Setup page of the installer is enabled. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4



Maggie is fine-tuning her OpenSocial gadget to render on screen. 

What type of interface is she building that involves the getCallback{) method? 

A. timer MiniMessage 

B. Flash movie playback 

C. tabbed gadget interface 

D. status update to contact list 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

In which feature of IBM iNotes are OpenSocial gadgets available? 

A. Views 

B. Pages 

C. Sidebar 

D. Documents 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which three MIME Content-Types are supported by REST/RPC protocols? 

A. text/xml 

B. text/html 

C. application/xml 

D. application/json 

E. application/openOffice 

F. application/OpenSocial 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 7

When posting to the microblog. the body of the POST message is an ActivityEntry object. Which field in the ActivityEntry
object is mandatory? 



A. userid 

B. content 

C. message 

D. ActivityEntry object can have no properties. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

During the gadget registration for use by IBM Notes and IBM iNotes, the command NotesRegistrar.registerGadgets is
used to register the gadget with IBM Connections. 

Which command argument is used to indicate whether the gadget URLs should be generated with the HTTP or HTTPS
protocol? 

A. secure 

B. protocol 

C. registersecure 

D. registerprotocol 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Which are valid REST API calls? 

A. GET, POST, PUT ,DELETE 

B. POST, PUT ,FETCH, DELETE 

C. GET, UPDATE,PUT, DELETE 

D. SELECT, POST, GET, DELETE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Proxy access is configured per gadget. An administrator can restrict access beyond the settings for server access or for
all server access. 

What file is used for this configuration? 

A. proxy-policy.config 



B. proxy-policy.dynamic 

C. proxy-configuration.policy 

D. proxy-policy.dynamic.config 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Which is a URL Embedded Experience? 

A. Using HTML http://www.facebook.com/gadgets.html  

B. Using XML http://www. facebook.com/gadgets.htm  

C. Using HTML http://www.facebook.com/gadgets.xml  

D. Using XML http://www.facebook.com/gadgets.xml  

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

What is the context property used for when embedding an OpenSocial gadget? 

A. The "context" field is used to pass data from the gadget to the container. 

B. The "context" field is used to pass data to the gadget so that it knows exactly which content to render. 

C. There is no context property in an embedded experience when it is embedding an OpenSocial gadget. 

D. The context properties are referenced by index for the individual user of each gadget and contain a unique hash for
individual embedded experiences. 

Correct Answer: B 
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